
Eco-Tek’s (ETEK) patent-pending,
breakthrough NanoNet™ oil bypass

system is proven to deliver...

Plus, for Both Trucks and  Cars:

Eco-Tek’s (ETEK) proven-effective fuel additives...



Eco-Tek’s totally-green, revolutionary  fuel
additives and its breakthrough patent-pending
NanoNet™ oil filter system are about to turn the
$255.4 billion transportation sector on its head!

Up to 30% better fuel mileage for cars...

Up to 30% better fuel
economy for heavy trucks... 

Up to 12% more power...

Up to 34% reduction in
emission pollutants...

Longer engine life for...

Cars... Trucks... Boats... Motorcycles... 
Airplanes... Heavy Equipment!

Buy Shares Of Eco-Tek Group Inc. (ETEK)
Now While You Can Still Get Them
Below 50-Cents And You Could...



Dear Profit Investor:

Soon... as more and more people see this special report... I am
predicting that more car owners in the U.S. and around the
world will begin to demand Eco-Tek’s proven-effective Clik
Super Lubricant at every oil change!

Why?

Simple! For a cost of about $17 extra per oil change, CLIK
Super Lubricant has been proven* to...

• Increase your car’s gas mileage by as much
as 30%...

• Increase your car’s horsepower by up to 12%...

• Reduce noxious exhaust emissions by as much
as a whopping 33.47%!

Sure, synthetic lubricants and additives have been around for a
long time, but we’re talking a whole new ball game!

Take a look at the certified mileage results and laboratory
horsepower and emissions tests that follow, and you’re going to be absolutely dumbfounded!

I mean, this is truly big news! This technology has the potential to slash car and truck operating
expenses by $-Billions each year... to put a serious dent in our oil import needs... and to really
and truly do something about global warming.

And soon... within months... I am predicting that more and more of the 3.5 million heavy truck
owners here in the U.S. will be lining up to install Eco-Tek’s revolutionary NanoNet™ oil filtration
system because...

It is proven to improve heavy-truck
mileage by up to 30%

It slashes monthly per-truck operating
costs by as much as $2,191

It cuts downtime and dramatically
extends engine life



Indy Champion Greg Ray
Endorses ETEK

In my Indy days, I sacrificed just about
anything for top performance. Today,
as a family man, my life is also about
balance, and Eco-Tek products give
me the perfect balance of increased
horsepower and efficiency while
reducing emissions. No matter what
I’m driving, I go clean, green and mean
with Eco-Tek.

WATCH VIDEO — Already
over 10,000 views

A Nanotech breakthrough for America’s
transportation industry!

Most of America still travels by car, and American industry depends on trucks. Eco-Tek’s
revolutionary technologies are a true game-changer for both cars and heavy trucks.

And, if you saw the recent announcement from the EPA
(Environmental Protection Agency) that it’s getting ready
to tighten fuel mileage and emission standards on cars
and trucks yet again, you’ll understand why Eco-Tek’s
fuel-saving products couldn’t have come along at a more
opportune time.

The government’s approach to achieving energy
independence could actually force cross-country haulers
to use two smaller trucks where one powerful eighteen-
wheeler now does the job!

Washington seems to think the answer to America’s
energy independence and the greenhouse gas problem
is simply to force you to drive a smaller car.

Never mind the fact that you can hardly squeeze a family
of five into one of those little environmentally-green
compacts.

Never mind what happens to you and your family if (God
forbid) your environmentally-friendly, fuel-sipping mini-car
gets blindsided by an eighteen-wheeler!

Well, guess what?

There’s now a far better way to slash America’s consumption of fossil fuel and gain oil
independence, while also drastically reducing vehicular greenhouse gas emissions.

The solution is so incredible, and so astonishingly effective, it may blow you away.

For sure, the “oil-crisis crowd” and some of the big-government “dictocrats” at the EPA are
going to have egg on their faces!

The truth is the up-to-30% fuel savings delivered by this practically unbelievable scientific
breakthrough has been thoroughly documented under the strictest of government sanctioned
conditions... it’s available to all of America’s 209 million car owners ...

Best of all, almost nobody on Wall Street
knows about this public company!

Eco-Tek Group (ETEK) has only been trading for a few short months and I see nothing but
incredible gains ahead for this stock that is trading around the 25-35 cent range.



While follow-the-crowd energy investors are rushing to invest in risky exploration companies in
an effort to cash in on the recent boom created by horizontal drilling and fracking...

Let me tell you in more detail why Eco-Tek’s incredible breakthrough products are about to have
an earth-shaking impact on...

The $255.8 billion-a-year
transportation industry

Between America’s 209 million registered cars and its 3.5 million heavy trucks, the U.S. Energy
Information Administration (USEIA) reports that the transportation industry consumed about 134
billion gallons (or 3.19 billion barrels) of fuel in 2011.

According to TruckInfo.net, trucks consume about 53.9 billion gallons of fuel a year. A 30%
improvement in mileage would mean 16.17 billion fewer gallons of fuel burned which, at, call it
$3.80 a gallon, is a savings to truck owners of about $61.4 billion a year.

It’s also roughly the equivalent of 385 million fewer barrels of oil the U.S. might need to import!

Eco-Tek products could help the average car owner save up to $719 a year on gasoline!

For an average car owner who, let’s say, drives 12,000 miles a year, averages 18 miles per
gallon, and pays $3.60 a gallon for gas, a 30% better mileage would equate to an incredible
savings of about $719.28 a year!

A 30% improvement in auto mileage could save American car owners up to $180.4 billion a year
and help reduce America’s import needs by approximately 601 million barrels of crude oil.



And that doesn’t begin to take into account the huge reduction in greenhouse gas emissions...
longer engine life... fewer breakdowns and repairs... and way better better performance!

And that’s just the story for America’s cars, trucks and SUVs. There are also...

• more than 7 million registered motorcycles out there...

• thousands of piston-driven aircraft...

• tens of thousands of boats and yachts...

• not to mention tens of thousands of pieces of heavy equipment...

All of which could perform better... with a lot less pollution... last longer... and use less fuel... with
the help of Eco-Tek’s breakthrough products.

Sound too good to be true? You’ll find all the technical details on Eco-Tek’s breakthrough engine
products as you read on.

I assure you this is for real, and they’re here now and actually out there already being used by
happy car and heavy truck owners proving savings on a day-in-and-day-out basis.

I’ll show you the actual government-controlled and certified laboratory tests and owner
testimonials that prove it.

Best of all, for you as an investor, is the fact that Wall Street has not yet gotten wind of this
revolutionary patent-pending nano technology. When it does, I expect this 50-cent stock (ETEK)
to explode!



That’s how dramatic an impact this disruptive technology could have on the big-truck world! It
really is a game-changer.

Invest now in ETEK while you can still get it under 50-cents a share, and if I’m right in my
prediction, you could...

And so far, I’m basing that 400% profit solely on the impact of Eco-Tek’s engine additives.

Eco-Tek Group (ETEK) could be my
next 1,000%-plus winner!

Don’t wait until Wall Street discovers
this disruptive technology!

Eco-Tek is in exactly the right place at the right time.
You could make immense profits as it helps solve America’s

urgent oil and environmental problems.

When you add in America’s 3.5 million heavy trucks, you get an even more convincing story,
because, as you know...



America Runs
on Trucks

There are an estimated 3,500,000 Class 8 trucks
operating in North America and currently only about

6% of them use a Bypass Filtration System.

This represents a huge, untapped market for Eco-Tek!

Breakthrough, patent-pending
NanoNet™ Bypass Filtration System:

Could mean you pay less for
everything you buy!

Slashes operating costs for a
Class 8 truck by an incredible
$2,025 per month!

For fleet operators, this is a true game changer!

The groceries you buy... the clothes you wear... the sofa you relax on... the TV you watch... and
the cell phone you talk on were all delivered to the stores where you bought them by truck.

Before that, the seeds and fertilizer to grow the food you eat were transported by truck. The chips
and raw materials and components to make your cell phone and TV moved at various stages by
truck.

Your mail moves by truck. Your trash is collected by truck. Home heating oil is delivered by truck.
Your local cable company has a fleet of trucks that’s constantly burning expensive fuel and giving
off pollutants.



My point is that the cost savings we’re talking about from using Eco-Tek’s incredible heavy-truck
products are mind-boggling!

For example, take a look at what Eco-Tek’s fleet products can do for a...

Heavy-truck fleet operator:

• Cut fuel consumption by as much
as 30%!

• Slash monthly per-truck operating
costs by $2,191.66!

• Reduce truck and auto hydrocarbon
emissions by up to 55%!

• Boost horsepower by as much as 12%!

Eco-Tek’s Patent-Pending NanoNet Bypass Oil Filtration System for Class 8 trucks is a
revolutionary, easily-installed, cost-slashing system that keeps oil cleaner by removing wear
metals down to 3 microns, eliminating moisture, removing sludge and oxidation residues.

Increases oil life up to 3 times
and reduces oil costs by 66%!

Eco-Tek’s NanoNet system...

Improved filtering efficiency, safely removing damaging particles normally
missed by the original equipment filter and substantially reducing corrosive
acids formed in the engine oil during operation.

Cleaner oil results in less engine wear, reduced emissions and reduced
operating costs from less frequent oil changes and improved fuel efficiency.

Once installed, this system offers truck operators up to three times their
normal oil change intervals. It greatly extends the life of the oil, reduces
friction, and improves performance and fuel economy.

For fleet operators, the Certified* savings can be tremendous. Take a look at how installation of
Eco-Tek’s NanoNet Bypass Oil Filtration Systems could impact the bottom line for a 100-truck
operator:

For a 100-Truck Fleet:



1. EXTENDS OIL LIFE BY 300%!
$200 savings per truck per month on oil changes
Instead of changing the oil every month on average, it can be
changed every 3 months. ($300 cost per oil change average
including labor)

Savings of $600 per truck every 3 months
Plus downtime savings (varies)
Plus lower used oil disposal costs

Minimum total for a 100-truck fleet amounts to
$20,000 savings per month!

2. SAVES UP TO 30% ON BIG-TRUCK FUEL COSTS!
The average highway truck uses about 3.78 gallons of fuel
every 1.86 miles, and travels approximately 434 miles per
day (min). This equates to about 61.5 gallons of fuel per
day @ $3.60/gallon, (and likely to rise) or about $221 per
truck, per day.

At 30% average fuel reduction, this is $66.40 per day per
truck savings 25 days a month.

Average $1,660 savings per month per truck…
annual savings $19,926.00

*Based on an estimate after analysis of products, data, tests and testimonies by an EP(GHG)/CCEP (Environmental
Professional-Greenhouse Gas Quantifier and Canadian Certified Environmental Practitioner)



And if you’re thinking... ”Yeah, but what does it cost?”

Here’s some more astonishing information:

To buy, install and maintain Eco-Tek’s NanoNet Filtration System on a Class 8 truck costs
$199.58 per truck per month. Compare that with the $1,660 a month savings and it’s a total no-
brainer!

Wait, it gets even better. After the first year’s costs for purchase and installation, the net savings
are even greater...

NET APPROXIMATE MONETARY BENEFIT*
EACH YEAR THEREAFTER $2,473,000.00

*These figures are averages based on extensive road tests, dynamometer
tests and testimonials. Actual savings may be higher.

Plus fleet owners enjoy plenty of additional benefits from installing
Eco-Tek’s Bypass Filtration System:

• Fewer mechanical breakdowns • Longer equipment life

• Prevention of major mechanical
breakdowns • Higher resale value

• Less downtime • Easier cold starts

• Lower labor costs • Less emissions (even inside cab)

• Better running equipment • Lower used oil disposal and
related costs

AND Government grants ARE available for eco-friendly product costs!

Now, stop and think about this.

There are an estimated 3,500,000 Class 8 trucks operating in North America and only about 6%



of them currently utilize Bypass Filtration.

I can’t for the life of me think of a single reason why every Class 8 truck owner would not install
this revolutionary system on every truck he owns. But, for the money, let’s assume that Eco-Tek
accomplishes a mere 25% market penetration. That represents sales of 875,000 units.

With a per-unit sale value of about $2,145 per Bypass Filtration System, that represents...

$1,876,875,000 worth of sales!

With the company’s stated cost of goods being approximately 43%, that works out to...

Profit of $807 million...

Eco-Tek differentiates itself from all other filter suppliers by guaranteeing
PERFECTLY CLEAN OIL! Eco-Tek does not sell oil filters, it sells CLEAN
OIL. No false promises, only guaranteed results.

Whatever the application, whatever the contamination level, with an Eco-
Tek Bypass oil cleaner, every truck or fleet operator can be rest assured of
the best solution for every contamination problem.

Thirty-five years of experience and continuous R&D went into Eco-Tek’s
breakthrough Bypass Oil Filtration System.

All Eco-Tek filter elements are tested according to the Multipass Test ISO 4572. Meaning that
every µ-rating and beta value stated is backed by real results from extensive testing performed
by an official and certified Multipass Test Laboratory.

You can actually see the difference!

NanoNet’s disruptive technology removes
even the smallest particles

The tiniest particles in an engine oil system are the most dangerous . They have the ability to



overcome the tightest tolerances and cause damage to one or
both surfaces. Solid particles multiply continuously in a system,
and as these particles move under high pressure and high
speed, they act to sandblast components (pumps, valves, seals
and cylinders).

A pump with a flow rate of 200
l/min. and contaminated oil (NAS 12 or ISO 21/18) has to pump
more than 3,000 kg of dirt particles per year! This same

pump with a clean oil (NAS 4 or ISO 12/9) only needs to process
6kg.

In addition, metals are highly active catalysts and accelerate the oxidation process of the oil.
This oxidation process is neutralized by anti-oxidation additives which are present in the oil.

Through a process of polymerization they adhere to the metallic particles and thus prevent direct
contact between the oil on the one hand, and the metal on the other. However, new metallic
particles require constant neutralizing, which means that the additives are slowly being depleted.

Small metallic particles play an important part in this process as they represent such an
enormous surface area (the smaller the particles, the greater their surface per unit of volume).

Consequence: the higher the pollution, the faster acid develops in the oil and the faster the oil
loses all its physical and chemical properties. A change of oil is then the only solution.

Not bad. But it gets even better, because the NanoNet Bypass Filtration System is...

Just one of the cost-cutting, emission-reducing
products now being marketed in Canada and about

to invade America and the rest of the world

Quantum Leap in Fuel
Additive Technology can

SLASH fuel and repair cost
for 209 million car and SUV

and light truck owners

Eco-Tek Super Lubricant

Eco-Tek’s patent-pending, nanotech Super Lubricant is non-toxic and environmentally friendly,
and, according to the company, reduces engine friction better than anything else on the market.

This high-viscosity formula is specifically developed to help fight metal-to-metal friction. Super
Lubricant improves the load bearing capacity of oil by 400% or more by providing a thicker,
longer-lasting cushion.



Lower friction is also related to less harmful contaminants in the oil, less smoke,
vibration and noise. Most engine damage occurs in the first 10 seconds of cold
starts. Super Lubricant protection delivers easier and safer cold starts.

By reducing friction, engine efficiency is increased resulting in
lower fuel consumption. Eco-Tek reports that extensive testing
has shown...

Up to 30% reduction in
fuel consumption!

If all 209 million cars on America’s roads slashed gas
consumption by 30% a year, it would mean...

• Billions fewer barrels of foreign oil we’d have
to import!

• Serious reduction in greenhouse gasses!

• Up to $700 savings for the average driver!

Eco-Tek’s Super Lubricant is the product of a nanotech
breakthrough and it’s in the process of being patented, so
there’s nothing else quite like it on the market. And with the
EPA likely to get even tougher on vehicular emissions, I wouldn‘t be surprised if one day soon,
Super Lubricant didn’t enjoy some sort of U.S. Government endorsement!



Super Lubricant reduces emissions, cleans internal engine parts and protects mechanical
components thus extending their life. It’s excellent for all 209 million of America’s cars, plus every
light truck, all SUV’S, tractors, lawn equipment, power tools, snow blowers and motorcycles.

Super Lubricant also helps to stop minor oil leaks

Over time, normal engine operation can lead to oil leaks. These occur because heat will
ultimately cause oil seals and gaskets to shrink, dry out and crack. But Super Lubricant
rejuvenates seals and gaskets and helps to fortify oil with a viscosity enhancer.

But slashing fuel consumption and emissions for America’s 209 million automobiles is only half
of this great story.

Eco-Tek Group is a world leader in fossil fuel reduction.

Eco-Tek Group Inc. is dedicated to the development of innovative and cost effective green products for the
automotive and industrial sectors.

Its products are the result of ongoing research and development by chemists and engineers with extensive
knowledge and experience in automotive lubricants and related fields.

The company mandate is to formulate superior products that make a contribution to the reduction of fossil
fuel consumption while always striving to develop products that promote green technology and achieve the
highest levels of quality and value. Significant fuel savings — reduced emissions — extended engine life —
reduced maintenance — improved performance — increased power.

Eco-Tek Group Inc. is striving to become a world leader in fossil fuel reduction.

The company's line of products consistently outperforms the competition for lubricity, endurance and value,
making a major contribution to...



a cleaner environment
reduction of fuel consumption
reduction of oil consumption
longer lasting engines and equipment

Eco-Tek is now ready to expand its operations across North America and then
globally.

The global petroleum additives market is expected to
reach $8.2 billion by 2015, according to a recent

report by Global Industry Analysts, Inc.

Currently, synthetic lubricants account for a mere 5% of the U.S. lubricant market according to
information released by AMSOIL. That’s because synthetic lubricants do cost a bit more.

But, as oil prices rise and the government inflicts ever more stringent emission requirements on
both car and truck owners, I believe better-performing synthetics will capture more market share.

Add to this the superior performance and longer service life offered by the company’s lubricants
and additives and the advantages of the company’s CLIK products becomes easy to see.

ECOTEK INTERMOLECULAR NANO
FRICTION REDUCTION TECHNOLOGY

I don’t want to get too technical, but Eco-Tek's product is specially formulated to facilitate the
migration of the protective boron nano particles into the microscopic pores of even highly
machined metal surfaces.

Mechanical systems expend a great deal of energy, and incur wear and damage overcoming
friction. Reducing friction has long been a key goal of engineers. Eco-Tek’s NANO SUPER
LUBRICANT reduces friction by upwards of 65% in liquid systems — delivering significantly
reduced wear and reductions in operating energy requirements.

Significant reduction in friction also has the highly desirable side-effect of increasing the
system's fuel efficiency by reducing the amount of energy required to operate the system.

BENEFITS OF Eco-Tek NANO SUPER LUBRICANT

• Reduces energy required to operate the system, increasing the system's fuel
efficiency.



Laboratory Tests at The
National Academy of
Sciences Show 12%

Increase in Horsepower**
On July 18th, 2012, A.M Levterov,

• Reduces emissions as less wear metals are deposited in the oil.

• Maintains a deposit free fluid system extending oil life.

• Dissipates frictional heat extending equipment life and lowering emissions.

• Reduces operating temperatures up to 30% extending equipment life.

• Restores conformity of worn out surfaces for renewed efficiency.

• Eliminates hydrogen embrittlement, micro-pitting and corrosion.

• Cleans out pre-existing carbon and varnish build up.

• Extends the life of worn gears and parts.

• Increases horsepower and torque.

• Greatly exceeds the challenges presented by today's fluid system tolerances.

CLIK 3000 SUPER SYNTHETIC HIGH
PERFORMANCE MOTOR OIL

5W-20, 5W-30, 10W-30 and gas/diesel 5W-40 featuring
anti-friction technology, high viscosity and high TBN
quality improves performance, extends oil and engine
life, improves fuel economy and reduces emissions. API
APPROVED



Ph.D., Head of the Department of
Piston Power Units, conducted testing
on a MeM3 3071 4 cylinder four
stroke vehicle engine with spark
ignition on a MEZ DS926-4/V
dynamometer. Fuel was 95 octane
gasoline and oil was SAE 10w-40 all-
season motor oil. Testing was to
determine the effect of a lubricant oil
modifier on such conditions as torque,
fuel economy and toxicity of exhaust.

The engine was filled with new oil and
brought to operating temperature.
Engine measurements were taken at
2000, 3500 and 5000 rpm and each
measurement was taken three times
for reliability. After initial testing, Clik
Super Lube was added to the engine
oil at a rate of 155 ml per 5 liters of oil
and then testing was repeated as
above.

Test results showed a 11.76%
increase in torque, a 12% increase in
power, a 6.6% decrease in fuel
consumption along with a 7.89%
decrease in exhaust temperature and a
33.47% decrease in nitrogen oxides in
the exhaust gases.

PAO/Diester base oil offers
superior performance compared to
mineral oils or PAO alone

Reduces engine operating
temperature and engine wear

Increases fuel economy and
horsepower due to reduced friction

Increases oil life and extends
engine life

Reduces engine emissions and oil consumption

Will not void manufacturer’s warranty

Plus, Eco-Tek offers a line of
other quality fuel additives:

Eco-Tek’s 4-in-1 FUEL TREATMENT FOR
DIESEL ENGINE cleans and lubricates fuel
injectors, fuel pump and valves, reduces wear and
extends the life of those mechanical components,
reduces fuel consumption, octane boost increases
horsepower and torque, reduces emissions and
prevents gelling of fuel in winter.

Eco-Tek’s 4-in-1 FUEL TREATMENT FOR
GASOLINE ENGINES cleans and lubricates fuel
pump, fuel injectors and valves, reduces wear and
extends the life of mechanical components,
reduces fuel consumption, octane boost increases
horsepower and torque, reduces emissions and
prevents fuel line freezing in winter.

Eco-Tek’s ENGINE FLUSH, cleans harmful
sludge deposits off of engine walls and other
components, extends engine life and restores lost
performance. Used in concert with Eco-Tek’s
lubricants to maintain a higher level of oil quality in
today’s hotter running and higher revving engines.



My recommendation is to add some Eco-Tek shares to your portfolio while you can still get it
around 50-cents. You might consider selling half your position when it hits $2.50 or $3.00. I’m
looking for the stock to trade at that level within the next 6–12 months.

Longer term, the sky is the limit. Just as the computer chip was a disruptive technology that
changed everything forever, so too are Eco-Tek’s fuel saving technologies about to turn the
transportation industry on its head.

I urge you to invest now in ETEK and, of course, I also hope that you’ll want to keep abreast with
any of my other latest finds by becoming a subscriber to my e-newsletter, Future Money Trends.

As I said before, my name is Daniel Ameduri, and I am the editor of the highly-successful
investment newsletter, Future Money Trends. You may have seen me “telling it like it is” on
MSNBC, CNBC, or ABC Nightline.

There's a reason why my research is republished on
sites on top sites like the Wall Street Journal and Zero
Hedge.

After warning about the coming market and mortgage
collapse in 2007, I launched my own YouTube channel,
Vision Victory, which has received more than 8 million
video views.

On March 18, 2008, I correctly called for Dow 8,000, the
collapse of Lehman Brothers, AIG, and Washington



Mutual.

During the mortgage crisis, I recommended buying Put Options on Countrywide Mortgage, and
those Puts gained 1,400%.

Over the past three years, my recommendations on individual stocks like First Majestic and
Silver Wheaton gained 300% and 476%... and recently, my CRCUF and BRIZF trades
could have made you +130% and +41%.

I've leveraged big profits by being early to spot little-known companies with game-changing
technologies like Eco-Tek. I hope you’ll take the time to learn more about my Future Money
Trends advisory so that you always know about my next great stock find.

For a FREE no-risk introduction to Future Money Trends, simply...

Yours for profitable investing,

Daniel Ameduri
Editor, Future Money Trends

PS: Act Now! Short Term Trading Strategy: Sell on a Double or a Triple.

Longer term: Hold a portion and Get Rich with 10X profit potential.

How to buy shares of ETEK
Call or visit your discount broker today!

 

http://www.futuremoneytrends.com/
http://www.scottrade.com/
http://www.etrade.com/
http://www.tdameritrade.com/
http://www.interactivebrokers.ca/



